AAFG Moving Targets Practice Session, 10-13-2012
Nine mini-stages of moving target fun! Shoot until you run out of ammo!

Bay 1 Setup

Right Side - Texas Star
This is brand new on the AP Range. Help Skip figure out how to use it!

Middle - Dual Drop Turners
Be sure to place the drop turners downrange (closer to the berm) from the Texas Star, to make
sure they don't get hit by ricochets. Activate the drop turners by stepping on the pressure plate.
Variations include starting at the ready, drawing and stomping at the same time, or engaging the
slower mover first.

Left Side - Disappearing Leaning Target
Disappearing leaning target (T2) is activated by a small popper. Variations include engaging the
disappearing target immediately after hitting the popper, or hitting the popper and then engaging
T1 before engaging the disappearing target.
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Bay 2 Setup

Right Side - Swinger Behind a Single Stack of Barrels
Set up a swinging target behind a double stack of barrels. When activated by hitting the popper,
the swinger will appear on both sides of the barrel. Great for practicing transitions. Variations
include single shots as it appears on each side of the barrels, double taps on each side, double
taps on one side, etc.

Middle - Non Threat Swinger in Front of Two Threat Targets
Activate the swinger by pulling a cord. Then draw and engage the threat targets behind the
swinger. Great for transition drills!

Left Side - Steve Gonsalves' Lateral Moving Target
Set up the mover so that it is obscured by barrels before it is activated and after it stops. This
will discourage muzzle issues. Target is activated by hitting the popper. See how many times
you can hit it as is crosses in the open!
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Bay 3 Setup

Right Side - NevCo Double Popup Target
Draw and engage the two cardboard targets then hit the popper to drop them and display two
more targets. Variations include engaging one target, hitting the popper and then engaging the
second target before it drops. The very fast shooters can engage the popper first and see if they
can hit both targets with 2 rounds each before they disappear!

Middle - Clamshell Target
Activate the clamshell by hitting the popper. Variations include engaging the clamshell right
after hitting the popper, or hitting the popper and then engaging T3 before engaging the
clamshell.

Left Side - Riser Behind Non-Threat Target
Set up riser behind a non-threat target, which is in turn behind a row of barrels as shown.
Position the non-threat target so that the top of its head is just below the bottom of the down-zero
zone of the riser target when it is at its highest point. Activate the riser by hitting the popper.
Variations include hitting the popper and immediately engaging the riser, or hitting the popper
and then engaging T2 before engaging the riser.
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